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ABSTRACT

Now-a-days all the electronic components getting miniature in size and also with faster operation.

To implement this revolution, it has been changing the IC fabrication process with newer

technology. For miniature purpose, many devices fabricated on the single silicon wafer. Even

today’s most of the communication devices operating with high frequency and low power.

Interconnection problem increasing when integrating multiple devices in the single silicon wafer.

This interconnect creates issues like reflection, crosstalk, attenuation, skew, impedance mismatch

and propagation delay. These are all the major factors limiting the performance of high-speed

designs. This paper taken this issue and it has given some solution to overcome the signal

degradation problem associated in complex fabrication process. It mainly deals with identify,

investigate and suppress such critical net problems (signal Integrity problem) associated in the high

speed DDRX (Double data rate Extended) memory modelling.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The signal integrity issue is the major

challenge in today’s high-speed digital
circuits design and printed circuit board
(PCB). There are various IC fabrication
process are growing to integrate multiple
devices in the single silicon wafer. To
implement with great trade-off, the recent
computer aided design (CAD) tools helping a
lot to reduce the fabrication mistakes. With
the help of CAD, a circuit can be created and
tested before fabrication. To design efficient
device in single PCB an interdisciplinary
team need to work to achieve smarter, faster,
less expensive and more reliable. Due to
integration of many devices, the PCB board
have multiple interconnections between
devices. The CAD tools help as for floor
planning and routing issues. When we
accommodate the devices with right place the
interconnect problem can reduce. But even
the signal integrity issue will be more for the
multilayer PCB design process. The major
issues in PCBs are signal problem between
source to sink. The signal quality can be
achieved by controlled impedance, low
reflection, minimal crosstalk, less
propagation delay, low skew and efficient
routing between different devices.
In today’s scenario, to meet out reasonable
and reliable device in electronic world the
expectation is to reduce the voltage but it
increases the complexity in another side.
New and updated methodologies and tools
are required to support the trend indicated in
Figure 1.

2. SIGNAL ISSUES:
2.1 Impedance Mismatch

One of the major issues in the entire
electrical and electronic network is
impedance mismatch. To reduce the
mismatching issue the source impedance
(ZS), line impedance (ZO), and load

impedance (ZL) need to be match with each
other.

Figure 1: Trends in high speed design

This representation is shown in figure 2.
Mismatch means the transmitted signal is not
fully absorbed within the receiver and the
excess energy is reflected back to the
transmitter [3]. And also source signal can’t
completely have utilized by the sink. So, the
excess energy gets reflected back to the
source from sink. This causes ringing
problem. This leads to source signal added
with additional signal to the sink. Due to that
overshoot or undershoot of original signal
gets changed at the receiver end.

Figure 2:  Simple parallel termination
By the introduction of proper series or
parallel termination, the impedance mismatch
problem can be reduced which is shown in
figure 2. In that figure, between source (ZS)
and load (ZL) a 50-ohm resistor is connected
to suppress the ringing problem. The name of
this line resistance called series termination.
This mismatch indicates that the transmitted
signal is not fully absorbed within the
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receiver and the excess energy is reflected
back to the transmitter. This process
continues back and forth until all the energy
is absorbed. At high data rates this can cause
signal overshoot, undershoot, and ringing and
stair step waveforms, which produce signal
errors. In the case of a PCB, this can be
achieved by careful selection of the medium
and by the use of termination schemes. By
introducing the RC network in the
transmission line, the overshoot and
undershoot problem can be avoided.

2.2 Crosstalk and Signal Integrity
Cross talk is one of the predominant

issues in PCB design process. When the
number of routing or transmission line
increased ultimately cross talk gets raised.
This causes signal degradation. The
following types are the main causes of cross
talk:

(a) Mutual inductance:
A signal carrying transmission line

creates magnetic field around the conductor.
If it is not isolated, then this creates magnetic
coupling near to the conductor. This leads
current flow in the adjacent line.

(b) Mutual capacitance:
When two transmission lines have

current flow in same or opposite direction, a
magnetic field around each and every
transmission line creates this leads in signal
attenuation. And also two conductor line with
PCB line base will act as a capacitor [5].

2.3 Techniques for Reducing Crosstalk
The following PCB design techniques

can significantly reduce crosstalk in micro-
strip or strip-line layouts [3]:
 Space between the adjacent routing line

need to be increase.

 To avoid coupling between transmission
line a ground pane line need to be create
for by-pass the excess signal.

 Use differential routing techniques where
possible, especially for critical nets.

 If there is significant coupling, Route
signals on different layers orthogonal to
each other.

 Need to minimize the width of
transmission line and also long parallel
routing between critical net.

3. Methodology of SI Analysis:
The SI analysis methodology as

contains the following various steps:

 Stack-up Verification

 Identification of DC Nets

 Model Assignment

 RLC Component Declaration

 SI Audit

The general signal flow of signal
integrity analysis design method shown in the
flowchart given below. First and foremost,
stack verification has to be done. It represents
number of layer allowed is to be check. Then
layer balancing criteria and cross section has
to be check. It is followed by critical area (i.e.
Identify Dc net) has to find for signal
integrity issue. If it is possible to rearrange,
during floor planning the relocation can be
done. Then for that area what is the source
and receiver need to be identify. After that to
imitate the source and receiver the
corresponding standard library file to be find
for source synchronous simulation (SSS). It
may be available either ESPICE or IBIS
(Input output Buffer Information
Specification) model.
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The importance of source
synchronous simulation (SSS) methods in
cadence are as follows [6]

 Easy to find Setup & Hold Time with
Margin for Memory

 Can find Noise margin
 Can find Overshoot & Undershoot
 3-D Modelling Methodology

 Support different ODT (On Die
Termination) Scheme in Receiver

 Fast & Accurate
It is followed by either group of wire or

individual wire signal integrity problem can
be analysed using eye diagram. The good eye
opening indicates no signal issues. If it shows
lot of distortion in eye diagram then it
indicates that transmission line has poor
impedance matching, EMI (Electro Magnetic
Interference), high reflection, high overshoot
or undershoot, high skew and crosstalk.
Probably this problem can be reduced by
implement with proper On Die Termination
(ODT) between source to receiver. Each and
every ODT in the transmission line, the eye
diagram quality need to be observed.

Then finally the source synchronous
simulation tool indicates the timing budget
for the critical zone. If it meet-out with need
then, this to be fabricated as a final printed
circuit board (PCB).

These are all the pre-layout sequence
for board design process. If the pre-layout
failed the ultimately post-layout also get
failure. Hence the entire fabrication would
not meet the requirement. This SI analysis
need to be done in two times. One is pre-
layout analysis and post-layout analysis.

And also in routing the schematic is
to synchronized. Otherwise Power integrity
problem or clock skew may raise. Skew is the
Problem it may arise when the same
data/Address line have uneven transmission

line from source to receiver. Hence in the
routing part special care need to be taken for
synchronise transmission line.

At the end of post-routing and proper
termination scheme when the schematic
executed, then the eye diagram displayed
with proper way. And also, the timing budget
reflect the timing details of signal from
source to sink. That timing budget have setup
time (ts), Hold time (th), jitter, attenuation,
reflection, glitch, propagation delay, noise
margin, switching delay and settling time
etc., In the single CAD tool it shows all the
parameter which it need to create best
physical design.

When this process gets completed
effectively then the final physical layout also
meet-out the need.

Figure 3: Methodology of SI Analysis

After SI analysis the pre-layout need to be
interfaced with another layout or schematic to
ensure the predicted SI problem. Then in the
same way PI (Power Integrity) analysis also a
important factor for board design. The
following steps has to follow to ensure the
power quality. They are as follows.

 Stack-up Verification, Identification

of DC Nets, Selection of Plane Pair
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4. SIMULATION PROCEDURE
The following result in the figure 4, has e

been taken from the sample critical net
(Address/ Data bus) and tested in cadence
design tool. Here it is observed reflection
problem with different termination scheme
and reported the load line signal quality. The
simulation procedure is as follows.
 Open Sigxplorer PCB SI GXL 16.2
 Go to edit→ add part
 Select needed numbers of IBIS I/O from

model type filter

 Then select termination type from model
type filter

 Then connect the component using
canvas move

 Then select stimulus state for source IBIS
I/O

 Select measurement from bottom toolbar
 Go to analysis→ simulate
 We can visualise the output in various

mode such as,
o Bus mode display, FFT mode

display, Eye diagram mode
display

4.1 Simulation output using cadence tools
with different ODT (On Die Termination)

The following simulation shows that
to reduce the reflection between source to
receiver it has connected with the different on
die series termination and the corresponding
simulation output is also given below. Figure
4 shows the 22 Ω series termination between
source to sink with 0.1 nano second delay.

That corresponding output is shown
in figure 5. Figure 6 & 7 shows the 50 Ω
series on die termination and its respective
output.

Figure 4: Reflection Analysis with 22Ω series ODT
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Figure 5: output of 22Ω series ODT

Figure 6: Reflection Analysis with 50Ω series ODT

Figure 7: output of 50Ω series ODT
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5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
One of the major signal integrity (SI)

problem associated in the signal net
(Address/Data line) such as reflection that
can be resolved by making proper
termination scheme and crosstalk can be
tolerated by adjusting the impedance value
and die-electric constant. The simulation
output speaks about the signal quality
between sources to receiver with different
termination scheme. If it is below 50Ω series
termination, then the original signal doesn’t
reach to the receiver (i.e. signal affected with
either overshoot, undershoot or attenuation).
But still the propagation delay is existing.
Even in upcoming days it should take care of
additional effort to suppress the signal
integrity problem.
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